
Save Lives With HELP Alerts (Highway Emergency Link Platform)

HELP Alerts is an emergency alerting service for those 
extreme situations when travelers are stuck on a road for 
an extended period of time.  Traditional communications 
channels may not reach the people directly impacted, 
and they need to get accurate information and safety 
instructions right away. HELP Alerts uses INRIX Traffic data 
and is built on Information Logistics’ award-winning incident 
response and information system (IRIS) to establish direct 
two-way communications with travelers during roadway 
closures or other emergencies.

…just knowing someone is 
out there who is aware of 
your predicament can be a 
comfort; and the updates 
and life-safety messages 
we push out through this 
tool help to make stranded 
travelers feel connected.
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Save lives 
A wireless emergency alert (WEA) notifies 
drivers to join the event for updates during the 
emergency, but it is the DOT who communicates 
directly with the trapped travelers to provide 
critical information.    

Integrated with FEMA’s IPAWS 
FEMA has authorized the HELP platform for inte-
gration with WEA.  With a few clicks, the emer-
gency managers can approve the DOT request to 
issue a WEA alert (like an Amber Alert) to those 
in the impacted area. 

Mitigate risks
HELP is an important tool that can communicate 
with travelers to help prevent injury or harm to 
those impacted by accidents or emergency situa-
tions on your roadways.



For Agencies
• No app or additional software needed for 

agency or for state EMA 
• Clearer picture of the event queue length
• Information on types of vehicles and 

passengers involved in the event
• First-hand information from travelers in the 

queue
• Familiar technologies
• Minimal staff interaction required
• Simple interaction for mass notifications
• Unlimited use license 

How HELP Alerts Works 

For Travelers 
• No app needed
• Official updates and latest relevant information 

delivered directly to the traveler
• Updates delivered in the method most convenient for 

the traveler (phone call, text message, visit web page)
• No need to comb through social media postings to find 

current and accurate information
• Peace of mind knowing that agencies are aware of 

your location in the queue
• Personal identifying data is made anonymous 

immediately following the event closure

Create New Closure 

The agency traffic operator 
draws a boundary around 

the effected area on a 
map. These coordinates 
are used to identify and 

communicate with stranded 
travelers. 

Event Information 

The operator enters 
information that is 

displayed on a dynamic 
special event web page. 
Simultaneously a texting 

and IVR phone system are 
automatically activated for 

the emergency event.

Driver Opt-in 

Travelers visit the event 
website to participate in 
communications for the 
closure. As part of the 

opt-in process, travelers 
respond to agency-

specified questions, which 
provide critical information 
about the queue extent and 

composition.

Two-Way Contact 

Traveler locations are 
displayed on a map for 

agency staff. Throughout 
the event, operators send 
messages and instructions 
to participating travelers. 
The web page & phone 

system are automatically 
updated with the same 

information.
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